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The red room at Sprüth Magers forms half of the two-roomed exhibition Icons by legendary controversial artist and 

filmmaker Kenneth Anger. Icons is a decades spanning collection of memorabilia and ephemera garnered 

contemporaneously by Anger throughout The Golden Age of Hollywood. This personal archive usually housed in his 

Los Angeles home has been relocated to London and installed (in replicate) at the Grafton Street Gallery; hence the 

crimson and inky midnight interiors competing for limelight in their latest home. Anger’s lifetime fascination for the 

Hollywood Golden Age - warts and all – languorously permeates the gallery walls. The exhibition grants access to a 

selection of Anger’s influences and this indulgent display of fandom is thankfully delivered devoid of blind 

sycophancy. You can almost smell the stale cigarettes, the pungent scents of long-dead lilies and taste the morbidly 

hedonistic excesses laced with tragedy - as catalogued in his infamously mordant books Hollywood Babylon 

(1975/1984)  

 

Rudolph Valentino jostles for wall space with the now forgotten 1920’s starlet Billie Dove (once billed as the most 

beautiful woman in the world) while the glacial Greta Garbo looks on disinterested; a gilded selection of stellar stars 

amongst many other photographed screen luminaries. Magazine covers, tabloid tear-sheets illustrations and posters 

are billed democratically and without hierarchy. When The Golden Age of Hollywood passed away Kenneth Anger 

became the flamboyant loyal widower; building a shrine to preserve the memories of their bittersweet life together.  

 

Icons is Anger’s first London solo show for five years, Born in 1927 in California he made his first short films in the 

40’s starting with Whose Rocking My Dreamboat (1941) Dreamy filmic opulence was the aesthetic he employed 

throughout all films, dealing with subjects such as homoeroticism (Fireworks 1947). Influenced by Maya Deren, The 

Lumiere Brothers and Georges Melies his own post-modern approach to film would influence David Lynch, Martin 

Scorsese, Mick Jagger and John Waters. A counter-cultural icon since the 1940’s he has influenced contemporary 

visual culture from MTV to queer iconography. His associations with occultist Aleister Crowley and his religion 

Thelema are notorious and well documented. Occultism and mysticism permeate all of Anger’s work; a master of 

‘magick’ rituals he regards the projections of his films as mystic ceremonies.  

 

On my way to view Icons I detoured to visit to Dover Street Market. Perusing satiated and whilst on my way out of the 

shop I quickly sampled a scintillating perfume becoming arrested by its seductive potency. Curiously I reluctantly 

resisted from actually purchasing the scent.   

Whilst In the gallery the freshly spritzed effusion imbued my space. The longer I gazed at the aureate exhibits the 

more I fell deeply in lust with that bouquet. The combined perfumed ambiance and star imagery in the red room 

wooed me into a giggly libidinous mood, ravenous for sensory abundance. Why hadn’t I impulsively bought the 

perfume if it had such an immediate olfactory impact? When did I become so much more cautious, less exuberant 



and more importantly when did the world follow suit?  In this salubrious raspberry chamber under the low-lit gaze of 

Valentino et al, I came to the realization I had become less spontaneous, my joi de vivre had been long absent 

without permission to leave. I needed to re-claim the magic. In all honesty I think if ball-attending Cinderella was 

standing in this gallery space – the lush scarlet carpet blushing through her glass slippers - even she might find 

herself feeling a tad bland and a little un-shiney. It was all there; incense, low lighting. glamour, red….. So much red. 

But there was also authenticity and vitally voiced through a gently whispered opinion. The Golden Age of Hollywood 

images and exhibits still had something to say; it was as if the dialogue between them and the viewer had only just 

opened up this morning. The questions of ideology and celebrity - well worn topics - were still posed by the images in 

the yellowing newsprint, and although the names and faces eventually slide out of eye line swallowed up by the 

quicksand of history the questions still remain the same and yet they continue to be unanswered.  

Icons is a show about mortality’s relationship to icon and audience. The framed faces and billboard names will 

always be in flux but the landscape is unwaveringly dogmatic; both continue to just be and maybe that’s Anger’s 

point. Removing his archive from its authentic home, simulating it for an audience further afield both geographically 

and historically the audience and icon still continue to just be.  

 

If an exhibitions mark of success is the affect it has on its viewer then this viewer felt she’d experienced a 

Bacchanalian event; a veritable visual feast for the eyes. To satisfy this newfound desire for a more sensual 

existence I walked straight out of the gallery re-traced my steps and purchased the scent that had beguiled me whilst 

married to Kenneth Anger’s Icons.  

 

Sadly the following morning it had lost its impact. 
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